FT Crossword: Weekend Magazine number 519
Set by: Aldhelm

The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic. Six of the Down answers are members of a seasonal group and do not have definition parts to their clues.

ACROSS
1 Teacher (8)
6 Electorate (6)
9 Hidden shooter (6)
10 Type of sugar (8)
11 Female student leader (4, 4)
12 Lie snugly (6)
13 Pictorial work of fiction (7, 5)
16 Forgotten (12)
19 Way (6)
21 Despot (8)
23 Intrude, impinge (8)
24 Spicy Korean dish (6)
25 Saturn, eg (6)
26 Large traffic roundabout (8)

DOWN
2 Tear up boxes being worn (6)
3 Detectives seized at university (5)
4 Close gallery trapping injured miner (9)
5 Right to get on top of horribly loud pub (7)
6 Get six times ten minus eight in the end (5)
7 Put right inside the quiet old doorway (9)
8 Decided to be cracked once more? (8)
13 Dull hen or wild bird (4, 5)
14 Warden’s to sit test again in vehicle (9)
15 Blasted rifle and even elements of cannon madly (8)
17 Powerful hold on one of Spooner’s headlice, perhaps? (7)
18 US lawyer’s that woman (6)
20 Handed out endless destruction without a hint of leniency (5)
22 Leaders of community organisations gathered (5)

Solution 518